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Next Meetings

Presidents Report
If you feel like April is going to be busy, then hold on
tight!! We have on our radar, Easter, Board meeting,
our regular meetings, Farmer’s Market No.2, Triathlon
marshalling, Glow for Good event and our ANZAC 100th
event.
The BBQ at the Black Rock tennis club proved to be a
good event with over $500 raised and mostly from the
public. Well done Adrian and Tony.
This week we had
Peter and Andrew
Wicking from Resilient Youth Australia speak to us on
the program to assess the wellbeing
of primary and secondary school students. This is a
project that Beaumaris Rotary is piloting in Bayside with the help of a $2000 district grant.
Our aim is to initiate the program through RYA with the
ultimate goal being an established program at all Bayside schools, with external sponsorship.
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We have received the applications from Lynda Doutch
and Jason Tonks to be members and look forward to
officially inducting them in the very near future. We have
plenty of projects to keep them busy.
Don’t forget your stamps and soap at the next meeting
which will be on April 9. Phil Dempster will speak on
RAM’s (Rotary Against Malaria), with John Manks in the
chair.

Unless stated otherwise venue is
Victoria Golf Club 6.30 for 7.00
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Have an enjoyable break over Easter.

Ken
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Beaumaris Life Saving Club Presentation
Using our donation to the Life Saving Club, they were
able to purchase the blue T-shirts and medals for the
Nippers. On a beautiful sunny Sunday afternoon, during
their carnival day, Beaumaris Rotary was asked to present the participation medals and T-shirts to the Nippers.
We have our logo on the T-shirt as you can see in the
photo. After the presentation all the Nippers and Beaumaris Life Saving Club members lined up on the beach
for a photo.

Note; As part of our arrangement with Hocking Stuart discounts
on agents fees are available to RCOB members.

Hocking Stuart Sandringham
62-64 Station Street
Telephone: 03 9521 9800
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Speaker: Peter Wicking
Topic: Resilient Youth Australia (RYA)
N.B. As this is a Programme which Beaumaris
Rotary is funding and the topic is so important I
have decided to be a bit more expansive than
usual. Ed
Peter was joined by his son Andrew to talk about
RYA an organisation he founded along with leading
clinical psychologist Dr Andrew Fuller.
Peter started out as a teacher before becoming embarking on a highly successful career as a retail and
wholesale jeweller. He was assisted in his presentation by his son Andrew, who has a Doctorate in
comparative religions.
In his semi-retirement he has devoted a considerable amount of his time over many years to establish
RYA as a vehicle to help offset the imbalance in life
outcomes that occurs when young people get derailed during their school years. If a means could
be found to identify such potential imbalances and
corrective strategies implemented the benefits to
individuals and communities would be substantial.
This is the challenging goal that Resilient Youth
Australia was established to achieve through its Vision, Mission and most practically the Resilient
Youth Australia Survey.
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The Children’s Hope Scale (CHS): C. R. Snyder et
al contend that “hope applies to all children when
they are healthy and when they are ill. Further,
there is an enduring cross situational type of hope
that children bring to the various…situations that
they encounter.
This … pattern of thinking positively about the attainment of goals was the focus in the development
of the Children’s Hope Scale.”
In addition, a number of risk factors are measured,
including ‘attitude to violence’, ‘substance use’,
‘cyberbullying’; and a number of protective factors,
including ‘sleep and health issues’, ‘activities outside school’, ‘adult support’ and ‘homework’.
The survey is tailored for use in both Primary and
Secondary levels and is recommended to be applied, initially, over a three year basis so that trends
and corrective action can be monitored.
Take up is occurring rapidly at Education Department (Queensland, Tasmania), local Council
(Kingston) and individual school level.
RYA provides advice to schools on where they can
obtain assistance in implementing intervention programmes which might spring from the assessment
of the survey outcomes.

VISION An Australia where all young people
thrive.

Beaumaris Rotary in conjunction with a District
Grant have provided $ 4000 to help RYA work with
the Bayside Council to hopefully implement the programme in schools in this area.

MISSION To measurably improve the resilience
of young people.

The academic background behind the development
of the Survey is outlined in the following section;

The Resilient Youth Australia Survey (RYAS) consists of a number of elements;

Psychological Research and Practice

The Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) is a youth
wellbeing measurement tool created by Search Institute of USA. The Resilience Survey is adapted for
educational, non-commercial use in Australia from
the research-based framework of Developmental
Assets® and the Developmental Assets Profile with
permission from Search Institute®, Minneapolis
MN; www.search-institute.org Copyright © 2010. All
Rights Reserved.
General Health Questionnaire (GHQ12) “GHQ-12
copyright © David Goldberg, 1978. All Rights Reserved”. The GHQ12 is an internationally acknowledged gold standard questionnaire and is a measure of current mental health. It focuses on two major
areas –the inability to carry out normal functions
and the appearance of new and distressing experiences.

In a good deal of psychological research and practice young people have been looked upon as
“problems to be managed”, with a focus on risks
and deficits. Within this context young people’s welfare and interventions have been largely aimed at
reducing problem outcomes, such as bullying or
substance abuse.
While these issues are extremely important and
need to be addressed, focus on such behaviours
alone fails to describe the full range of adolescent
functioning. We want more for our young people
than simply to be not a bully, substance user, or
school dropout. We want them to thrive as young
people and develop the competencies that will
equip them for a rich, productive life.
Researchers have found that a broader focus encompassing young people's strengths and assets is
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important for building their skills and competencies
as well as being an effective strategy for reducing
problem outcomes.
Karen Pittman, an early advocate for positive youth
development, coined the phrase "Problem-free isn't
fully prepared" in the 1990’s. Pittman argued that
we need to shift the paradigm in youth work from
preventing (fixing) behaviour deficits to building and
nurturing "all the beliefs, behaviours, knowledge,
attributes, and skills that result in a healthy and productive adolescence and adulthood". Her approach
was supported by resiliency research as well as the
emergence of 40 Developmental Assets identified
by Search Institute.
Building on available youth development research
and theory, Pittman offered the model of 5 Cs as a
framework for understanding positive youth development outcomes:
• Confidence - a sense of self-worth and mastery;
having a sense of self-efficacy (belief in one's capacity to succeed)
• Character - taking responsibility; a sense of independence and individuality; connection to principles and values
• Connection - a sense of safety, structure, and
belonging; positive bonds with people and social
institutions
• Competence - the ability to act effectively in
school, in social situations, and at work
• Contribution - active participation and leadership
in a variety of settings; making a difference

•

Richard M. Lerner includes an additional outcome:

•

Caring - a sense of sympathy and empathy
for others; commitment to social justice

Introducing the 40 Assets
The Developmental Assets framework is a measure
of 40 assets or strengths that are proven to enhance positive functioning, and at the same time
reduce problem outcomes among young people
(See Table at End). This applies to young people
experiencing adversity and among youth in
‘normative settings’.
The 40 assets model was developed by thorough
research and practice to identify factors that fulfilled
at least one of three functions: 1) prevent risky behaviours, 2) enhance positive outcomes, or 3) contribute to resiliency. Selected items to indicate the
assets were taken from validated pre-existing
scales. A 1998 study of data from over 99,000
young people found that the assets had good internal reliability.
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The assets have been categorised into two broad
domains: external assets and internal assets. External assets include four subcategories: support, empowerment, boundaries, and constructive use of
time. Internal assets include four subcategories:
commitment to learning, positive values, social
competencies, and positive identity.
Developmental Assets research and literature state
outcomes are influenced by both the assets a
young person has access to, and how many assets
they have. This is consistent with systemic notions
of adaptive potential, where it is suggested that access to a diversity of resources across multiple domains (such as individual, peer, family, school and
neighbourhood) increases the capacity of young
people to adapt to changing or challenging environmental demands.
Developmental Assets in the United States
Studies found that U.S. adolescents with higher asset levels were more likely to report thriving outcomes, including school success, overcoming adversity, healthy eating and exercise, and the capacity to delay gratification. These researchers concluded that “numerous assets work both directly and in
combination to account for positive adolescent development. Each “molecule” is necessary to ensure
that the resulting whole person is more than the
sum of his or her deficits and assets”.
This Positive Youth Development approach has
been tested in hundreds of US schools. The 40 Developmental Assets were measured by self-report
survey and profiles describing their students’ assets
fed back to the school community. One significant
benefit of the feedback is that it has provided framework for understanding and discussion; a means of
motivating and connecting diverse individuals and
community organisations around a shared understanding of young people’s needs, providing a foundation for the development of community strategies
to promote and develop assets that are currently
lacking.
The framework provided by the Developmental Assets approach offers a means of evaluating interventions, comparing assets across different cohorts
or schools or populations, and examining the relationships between assets and various outcomes
and has an ability to predict positive outcomes such
as thriving and educational success.
Developmental Assets in Australia
The 40 Developmental Assets framework is:
• a robust framework that can underpin targeted
wellbeing intervention programs for young people in
the school or community context;
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a clear, 'strengths-based' model for driving
planned, pragmatic outcomes;
• a means of measurement of long-term impacts
over entire cohorts of Australian youth;
an effective tool to generates results which can be
easily communicated and understood. It is a model
around which diverse community organisations and
stakeholders, including young people, can come
together.

•

The Resilience Survey provides:
• a means for both the tailoring of asset-building
and the evaluation of intervention efforts in Australian schools and community groups;
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schools and communities with an evidencebased means of identifying the most critical domains for asset building;
• a means for parents, teachers, school leaders,
and community stakeholders to come together
around an easily understood framework for the
identification of the strengths of their young people
and the areas of need for the development of assetbuilding interventions;
• a new measure for inclusion in Australian longitudinal studies of adolescent development, representing a major contribution in research settings;
• for the evaluation of intervention programs, so
that evidence can be gained of a quantifiable improvement in youth strengths.
• an efficient, validated and cost-effective measure of wellbeing
that can inform
practice and policy,
and provide strategic information on
psychosocial resources that promote positive mental health outcomes
during the adolescent years.

•

•

the opportunity for
aggregated data to
inform innovation in
program design by
providing practitioners with a comprehensive picture of
where investments
in capacity building
(health and wellbeing promoting) interventions are best
placed for specific
populations of
young people.
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BOARD

CLUB SERVICE

President

Ken Mirams

Director

Trish Smyth

PE, VP

Trish Smyth

Auditor

Tony Phillips

Secretary

Roy Seager

Program

Richard Jones

Treasurer

James Glenwright

Meeting Attendance

Trish Smyth

Foundation

Mike Hede

Communications

David Lea

Branding & PR

Malcolm Sawle

Fellowship

Megan Glenwright

International

John Beaty

Photographers

John Beaty, Greg Every

New Generations

Kerrie Geard

Almoner

Geoff Stringer

Community

Chris D'Arcy

Chair /Host /Cashiers /AV

Roster

Fundraising

Adrian Culshaw

Youth Protection Officer

Malcolm Parks

On to Conference

Robert McArthur^*

TEAM MEMBERS
International

Community

New Generations

Fundraising

Fred Hofmann

Geoff Abbott

David Rushworth

Harry Wolfe

John Sime

Rob Fenton

Mary Sealy

Heather Chisholm

David Langworthy

Richard Shermon

Tony McKenna *

Roger Frewen

Geoff Stockdale

Tony Phillips

LOA

Geoff Stringer

Ross Phillips

David Greenall

David Greenall

David Hone

Malcolm Parks

Chris Martin

Judi Hall

John Manks

Royal Melbourne Golf

Charmaine Jansz

Branding & PR

Jim O'Brien

Antony Nixon

Concourse Festival

Peter Flude^

Harry Wolfe

Peter Flude

Kerrie Geard

Martin Fothergill

David Hone#

Mike Hede

Masters Golf Parking

David Lea

MUNA / NYSF

^ Farmers Market

Heather Chisolm
# Indigenous Project

James Glenwright

* District

Against the Wind
Photograph
by Dominic Roy,
National Geographic
Your Shot
A snowy owl appears
to fight against the elements during extreme
weather conditions
near Quebec City,
Canada
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